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What’s trending with Shaumbra 
these days (and nights)? Crazy 
dreams. Really crazy dreams. 

The other night I had a bizarre and 
intense dream that seemed to last eight 
hours. Like other dreams these past few 
months, it had unusual clarity and depth. 
The colors were deeper, the characters 
more real, and the subtleties not so subtle. 
It was a “journey” dream, meaning that 

I was trying to get from one place to another to another. It was filled with 
obstacles and challenges, good people and bad people, and even a few 
sinister spooks. Before I said anything to Linda the next morning, she told me 
that she had a long and intense dream the night before. A few hours later on 
the phone with Alain Bolea, our astute Advisor, he told me about a long and 
intense dream he had that same night. 

I make a mental note of what Shaumbra share with me, and what I read on 
Facebook and other Shaumbra social media. There are definite trends with 
what Shaumbra around the world are experiencing. A while back the #1 com-

By Geoffrey Hoppe

DREAMS

* About the Cover Artist

Artwork for the January and February 2017 issues of the Shaumbra Magazine 
comes from Ionut Caras, a gifted artist from Romania. Ionut says, “The defi-
nition of art can be quite broad, however one aspect of art that is widely 
explored is art through dreams. One’s perception of a dream is vast, which in 
comparison to the views of art, it helps to encompass what artists want from 
their viewers. Art becomes most popular by both their similarities in view and 
also their differences.” Please visit Ionut’s website at: http://carasdesign.com

*

CRAZY

http://crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
http://creativeaspects.net
mailto:support@crimsoncircle.com
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ment from Shaumbra was about body aches and pains. Then there was the 
time when Shaumbra went through forgetfulness, but I don’t remember when 
that was. Back in the Tobias era, Shaumbra were going through a long period 
of inexplicable sadness; wanting to cry for no apparent reason. And there was 
the time when Shaumbra wanted so desperately to be alone, but yet so afraid 
to be lonely. 

I find all of this to be an amazing sociological and ontological study of our 
coming into Realization. We’re located in many different parts of the planet, 
and not in much contact with each other save for once or twice a month on 
the Internet, yet we are going through so many of the same general experi-
ences. How does that happen? Some would call it group consciousness. I 
think it’s because we are on this journey together, and therefore are going 
through very similar experiences in the same general timeframes. 

I’m fairly good at interpreting dreams, but these recent dreams are of differ-
ent nature. They don’t fall into the same categories as Freudian dreams. We 
passed the mother-father-sexual obsession thing a long, long time ago. I’m a 
fan of Jungian dream symbology, but much of it just doesn’t seem to apply to 
my dreams these days. My recent dreams feel like they’re scripted by Lewis 
Carroll, and directed by Hollywood bizzaros like Tim Burton or David Lynch. 

The other day, after yet another night of peculiar dreams that kept me 
rattled for hours after waking, I yelled out to Adamus. “What’s going on with 
these dreams?! They come every night now… what are they trying to tell me?”

“Dreams, what dreams?” answered the Professor.

“You know, those things that play out in my mind while I’m trying to sleep 
at night,” I replied with impatience. 

“Oh, those aren’t just ‘dreams,’ per se,” said Adamus matter-of-factly. 
“They’re stories from your past that continue to play out in the other dimen-
sions. They’re not just dreams, they’re real.” Then he disappeared in a flash 
to leave me pondering my ‘dreams.’

That night I had another intense journey dream, and I began to understand 
what he was talking about. We have many experiences in our lifetimes. Each 
is like a story. Just because the literal 3D experience ended doesn’t mean 
the story ended. It continues to play out in the other realms. For example, 
before my time with the Crimson Circle, I was in an aviation start-up com-
pany. We worked day and night to develop our technology, raise money, 
battle America’s Top 7 telephone companies who had filed numerous lawsuits 
against us (we won on all counts), hire our staff and enter the market.

But the story didn’t end when I left the company in 2001. The many close 
personal relationships, as well as the challenges of the start-up business, 
continue to live on. It’s almost like a never-ending story. I dream about this 
company every few months or so, even though I’ve been gone for 16 years. 
In my waking state I don’t think about this company, but in my dreamstate 
the story lives on. 
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Now take that and multiply it by the hundreds and thousands of experi-
ences you’ve had, ranging from love relationships to old school friends to 
injuries and accidents in your life, and you begin to get an idea of how many 
stories are being acted out in the other realms. We are living story generators. 
Every time we have a significant experience it creates a story that lives on. The 
story doesn’t follow a linear path; it becomes much more fluid and flexible in 
the other realms. 

We tend to remember just one dream at a time, but Adamus says that 
we’re dreaming on numerous levels all at the same time. He says we’re even 
dreaming during our waking state but our senses block it in order to focus on 
THIS story. 

I stopped trying to interpret my dreams of late using the old symbols and 
archetypes, and have found this explanation to be much more satisfactory. 
Now I’m standing back and simply observing the dreams as stories… stories 
that continue to play out. While I used to think that my dreams were trying 
to tell me something – that there was a message for me in the dreams – I’ve 
stopped doing that also. That’s a good thing, because if there was a message 
for me in my dreams I certainly haven’t gotten it after all of this time.

I actually started referring to my nocturnal experiences as “story-ing” rather 
than “dream-ing.” As my body relaxes and rejuvenates during my sleep, I’m 
watching my stories continue to express and expand. Sometimes the story 
(dream) continues one night after the other, like I never left it. Other times 
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“ADAMUS, WILL THESE 

DREAM STORIES GO ON 

ENDLESSLY?” I INQUIRED.

“WHAT DO YOU THINK, 

GRASSHOPPER?” REPLIED 

THE SOVEREIGN ONE.
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a story will pick up where it left off six months ago. The stories (dreams) are 
alive, filled with expression, expansion and life. 

It has occurred to me (and confirmed by Adamus) that the dream stories are 
not necessarily trying to seek resolution. They’re not trying to find a happy 
ending, because then it would be the end of their story. They’re not trying to 
send us a secret message. They are just stories. 

I followed up with Adamus a few days ago. “Professor, are all dreams 
just stories?”

“Not at all, but generally the ones you remember are the stories,” noted 
Adamus. “There are many other levels of dreams where you go to the New 
Earth to teach a class, or lately where you go to the sanctuary of Theos, or 
where you feel into the potentials of projects you are working on in your human 
life. But you don’t tend to remember these experiences when you wake up 
because the mind is focused on the drama and intrigue of the ‘stories.’” 

He continued: “Many people think that dreams are simply the wonderings 
and wanderings of their mind while sleeping, but as you’ve discovered, your 
human mind couldn’t come up with the content and activities of what you are 
experiencing in your dreams. The mind would insist on linearity… that things 
make sense. But in a dream you can be soaring through the air like an eagle 
and the next moment swimming underwater without needing to breathe. 
If dreams were simply musings of the mind, or you trying to work through 
everyday life problems, they would be much more logical than what you are 
experiencing. Dreams are the living stories of a multi-dimensional creator.”

I started to look at my dreams in a different light. Instead of trying to figure 
out what the dreams mean, or what they’re trying to tell me, I’ve been look-
ing at them as the observer. Then I realized something quite amazing: Dreams 
are not trying to shape us, rather we are shaping the dreams. The stories of 
our dreams are not trying to change or improve our human life. Instead, our 
consciousness is creating and shaping the stories in our dreams.  

“Adamus, will these dream stories go on endlessly?” I inquired.

“What do you think, grasshopper?” replied The Sovereign One.

Hmmm. And then it hit me. As we come into our Realization, the dream stories 
come into their Realization. And our aspects come into THEIR Realization. And 
our past and future lives come into THEIR Realization. Dreams, past lives, 
aspects and our human reality are ALL just stories, and in a way all just dreams. 
Within my Great Book of Dream Stories is a chapter I’m just now getting to, 
called The Master. It’s the grandest of all of my stories because it’s written by 
the creator of all of the stories, the I Am That I Am. In this sacred chapter I come 
to realize that The Master is creating and living all of the stories in joy.
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FEATURED EVENTS

THE SIMPLE MASTER
Tuscany, Italy • September 20–24, 2017 

Opens for public registration on February 14, 2017
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and 
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys 

to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out 
of the mind to allow the Free Self to be present in your 
everyday life. .MORE INFO

THE MAGIC OF MERLIN
Sibiu, Romania • September 3–4, 2017

Opens for public registration on February 14, 2017
Adamus returns once again to Romania for the 3rd annual Magic of Merlin event. 
We’re not sure what Adamus is going to talk about in this two-day event, but if 

the last two years are any indication it will be provocative, 
humorous, insightful, fun, magical, and certainly leading-
edge. Register early…. This event always sells out quickly.MORE INFO

Can you learn to channel in just three days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how 
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your 

mind will understand and other people can hear coming 
through your voice. In three days, you’ll get all of the 
basics and more. 

CHANNELING WORKSHOP 
Louisvi l le,  CO, USA • July 7–9, 2017

Registration Opens Soon!

MORE INFO

The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus 
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus, 

our journey on the spiritual path has encompassed many 
lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the threshold of the 
realization of enlightenment. 

THE THRESHOLD
Rust, Austria • September 10–15, 2017 

Opens for public registration on February 14, 2017

MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.

NOTE:  Not al l  events may yet be open for registration;  
  Crimson Circle Angels receive advance notice

2017

04 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

11 Keahak VI   Online

12   16 BON Adventure   Hawaii

24   26 Aspectology School  Online

25 Keahak VI   Online

FEBRUARY

02 Teacher Council Meeting  Online

04 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

11 Keahak VI   Online

25 Keahak VI   Online

MARCH

01 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

15 Keahak VI   Online

29 Keahak VI   Online

APRIL

JULY

01 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

15 Keahak VII Launch  CCCC & Online

29 Keahak VII   Online

MAY

04 Teacher Council Meeting  Online

06 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

13 Keahak VI   Online

14   16 The Simple Master: Allow & And Norway

21   25 Threshold   Denmark 

27 Keahak VI   Online

JUNE

03 Monthly Webcast & Shoud Munich & Online

04 Day with Adamus  Munich 

10 Keahak VI   Online

24 Keahak VI Finale   CCCC & Online

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
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TO  

Adamus entreats us con-
stantly to “allow.” How 
do we do that? We have 

been taught since childhood to 
strive: strive to walk, strive to read, 
strive to get good grades, strive to 
get a job, strive to move up in the 
ranks. But striving to allow doesn’t 
seem to work. 

Fortunately, we are hard wired to 
allow. We have known for several 
decades that our brain has two parts; 
our western society has, for several 
centuries, applauded and worked 
to develop the part of our brain that 
doesn’t allow. 

One part, the left hemisphere in 
most people, is external and objec-

A L L O W
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R
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By Nancy Dunkin

tive. It understands that which can be observed, catego-
rized, classified, memorized, manipulated and verbalized. 
The other hemisphere, the right, is internal and subjec-
tive. It is good at that which is known and felt, but cannot 
be named or described. Feelings, intuition and insights 
reside in the right brain; they are subjective, and “know-
ing” in this case is personal, individual, and non-verbal. 
We need both hemispheres daily; it behooves us all to 
learn to shift from one to the other at will, and converge 
hemispheres when appropriate.

Our left brain is logical and linear. It keeps our lives 
organized, pays our bills, finds our destination, speaks, 
reads, keeps track of details, strives, and worries about 
failure. Our right brain is light-hearted, optimistic and 
joyful. It is the source of our creativity. It is the awareness 
of awareness. When we try to describe it verbally, we go 
in circles. Defining anything non-verbal with verbiage is 
inherently impossible. This other, nonverbal, right-brain 
way of knowing, is very much a part of our everyday real-
ity, but we rarely recognize it as such.

We can’t get to the right brain by thinking; thinking is 
left-brain. We have to relax our bodies, relax our striving, 
relax our fear of failure, and relax the stranglehold on our 
feelings, our creativity, and our imagination. 

It helps to recognize which hemisphere we are using at 
any given time. Left-brain thinking feels confined; right-
brain thinking feels expansive. The left brain is decisive; 
the right brain is flexible. Left brain is fearful; right brain is 
confident. Left brain feels a bit small and flat; right brain 
feels expansive and boundless. Left brain feels physical; 
right brain feels impalpable. Left brain struggles; right 
brain surrenders. Left brain feels a bit gray and dull; right 
brain feels colorful and vivid. Left brain is a worrier; right 
brain is care-free. Left brain is time and space oriented; 
right brain is here and now. Left brain keeps us safe; right 
brain is a dare devil. Left brain is slow (it can process 
40-60 bits of information per second); right brain is fast 
(it can process up to 11,000,000 bits of information per 
second). Left brain is a servant; right brain is a master.

Once we feel into which brain is functioning, we begin 
to be aware of which we are experiencing. Taking a walk 
after the rain, smelling the bark on the trees and seeing 
the reflections on water – right brain; being careful not 
to get your feet wet – left brain. Swimming in the ocean 
and feeling the water slide over your skin – right brain; 
seeing someone in trouble and rushing to help – left 

brain. Looking at a gorgeous photograph – right brain; 
reading the caption – left brain. Playing with a puppy – 
right brain; cleaning up the mess – left brain. Savoring a 
gourmet meal – right brain; doing the dishes – left brain. 
Taking a walk in the snow, feeling the flakes on your face 
and watching them 
dance in the lights 
– right brain; being 
careful not to fall on 
the ice – left brain. 
Observing a flock 
of geese swoop, 
swerve and soar 
in perfect forma-
tion, then glide in 
for a perfect “Sully” 
landing on the lake 
– right brain; avoid-
ing stepping in 
goose poop – left 
brain. Finding your 
way to the ferris wheel – left brain; feeling the tickle 
in your tummy as it swoops over the top – right brain. 
Deciding to go to your favorite rock concert – left brain; 
participating ecstatically – right brain. Dreaming up a 
light bulb – right brain; trying 10,000 times to make it 
work – left brain. Determining that E=MC2 – right brain; 
proving it – left brain. Get the picture? – right brain; 
using it – left brain.

The right brain has access to a wide stream of informa-
tion – things of which the left brain is often completely 
unaware. These include underlying feelings, answers to 
questions or problems, the internal state of the body, 
and aspects of the environment that seem irrelevant to 
what we are doing. There are times when it is very handy 
to know how to bring these bits of information into our 
left-brain awareness AND there are times when bringing 
in those bits of awareness is not just handy, but essential 
to our continued existence.

We can learn to shift our perspective from left to right 
by softening our focus and observing the big picture. We 
can read and write poetry. We can kick back and let our 
mind expand. We can take a walk, indoors or out, and 
perceive everything around us with every sense – hear-
ing, vision, touch, taste, smell – and maybe other senses 
too. We can tell an extemporaneous story. We can day-
dream, laugh, sing, whistle, breathe, meditate. In fact, we 
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can do most of the things that, all our lives, we have been discouraged from 
doing in polite company.

Additionally, slowing the breath, taking a deep diaphragmatic breath, 
and setting the intention to move into the right brain is extremely effective. 
Spending even two or three minutes in a quiet meditation can often bring in 
an idea you are searching for, a solution to a dilemma, the answer to a prob-
lem, a resolution to a conflict. The right brain knows the answers you need.

Using the body in sports or contemplative movement like yoga or Tai Chi is 
another effective way to engage both hemispheres of the brain. Runners and 
bikers, at some point in their exercise, experience the shift from left to right. 
Many coaches teach competitive athletes to slow their thinking and move into 
another way of functioning. For example, good hitters learn to “slow” the ball 
and connect with it at the perfect moment.

One of the fastest, easiest and most fun ways to converge right and left 
brain is participation in the arts. Learning to use the tools and techniques 
– reading music and learning the instrument, understanding color, texture, 
media, learning lines for a play, learning dance positions – all employ the left 
brain. But immersing one’s self in the glory of performing or creating doesn’t 
just shift from one hemisphere to the other; performing and creating employ 
both both right AND left simultaneously. Reading music AND experiencing 
the exhilaration of making music; remembering lines AND living the charac-
ter; using art techniques AND creating in paint, clay or marble; using dance 
techniques AND expressing one’s self through the body utilize left AND right 
brain concurrently.

The best athletes, dancers, musicians, artists, actors, scientists, mathemati-
cians, musicians, statesmen, and writers are all skilled right-brainers. Learning 
to allow is as easy as accessing and using both sides of our brain. It isn’t so 
much striving to allow; it is striving AND allowing.

Nancy lives in Evergreen, CO and taught music in the public schools for over 
30 years and is still teaching piano. She has been striving for decades to con-
vince schools to allow the Arts to provide right brain activities for kids. Her book, 
Getting High on School, attempts to make that point. She can be contacted at  
nancydunkin.com or nndnkn@yahoo.com. 

Nancy found Crimson Circle through the book Live Your Divinity and her 
her first personal contact was Prognost 2015. Since then she has been a loyal 
attendee at Shouds and classes.

http://nancydunkin.com
mailto:nndnkn@yahoo.com
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i
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

CC TIPS

WEBSITE

PHOTOS & MORE

Want to see photos of the Shouds and other events? 
Check out our Community page (under the More tab), 
where you will find links to the CC Photo Album, 
Facebook page, Shaumbra Marketplace, In Memoriam 
and more.

To see Shoud recaps and merabhs, check the YouTube 
Video page (under the Library tab). You can also check 
out our playlists or subscribe to the YouTube channel to 
be notified anytime we post a video.

STORE

Have a gift card? Here’s how to use it.

Sign in to the Crimson Circle store, go to My Account 
and choose “Gift Card.”   

Then click on the ADD/REDEEM A GIFT CARD button 
and enter your gift card code. Then click on the REDEEM 
GIFT CARD button.

After doing this, you will be able to use your gift card 
the next time you check out when ordering a product in 
the store.

http://www.crimsoncirclephotos.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TheCrimsonCircle/?ref=bookmarks
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ShaumbraMarketplace/
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/About-Us/Memoriam
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Library/YouTube-Videos
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Library/YouTube-Videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheCrimsonCircle/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheCrimsonCircle
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES
When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of 
purchase (or from the date of broadcast, if applicable). 

We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available. We hope you enjoy these 
essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES
• Addiction Unplugged

• Ancestral Freedom

• Consciousness Revolution

• Consciousness Theater – NEW!

• DreamWalker Birth Transitions – NEW!

• Four Masters in Munich

• Freedom… Now What?

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

WATCH EXCERPTS

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

A whole new ProGnost experience! Adamus talks about 
an amazing new area on New Earth called Theos, why 
Old and New Earths are not coming together, and the 
best clean energy solution – gravity. He also covers top-
ics including Planet 9 (also known as Planet X or Nibiru), 
how gravity works, and the potentials of bringing our 
Theos experience to life here on Earth.

Adamus also talks about true love, why it’s missing for 
so many of us, and why Theos is the place to experi-
ence true, sensual, unlimited love. Then he leads an 
incredible merabh to begin building your own personal 
Dream-Bridge to – and from – Theos, followed by an 
informative Q&A session.

PROGNOST 2017 – NEW CLOUD CLASS! 

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $75 ($100 after Feb 8, 2017)

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• The Master’s Voice

• New Earth Update

• ProGnost 2016

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• ProGnost 2017 – NEW!

• Quantum Allowing

• The Wound of Adam – Feb 14, 2017

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iUoR6j3HYk
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2017.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2017-spanish.html
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MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

This intense and transformational presentation takes 
you through the various phases of allowing the light 
into every area of your personal reality. 

As Adamus says, “With this third Master’s Life, we 
take it to the practical, experiential level. We’ve 
talked a lot about it, but now we’re going to take that 
basic information and actually do it.” With a total of 
11 incredible sessions, you’ll want to dive deep and 
allow yourself to experience this on all levels.

Adamus is joined by Gerhard Fankhauser and Einat 
Gilboa of Yoham. These gifted musicians provide the 
musical “bed” for deep transformation, sometimes in 
unexpected ways. You’ll want to dive deeply into this 
presentation and truly experience it on all levels.

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 3: EMBODIMENT

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $295

WATCH EXCERPTS

WATCH EXCERPTS

Experience Adamus’ most in-depth exploration of 
allowing as he invites you to release old ties, consider 
questions like “what creates reality?” and sink deep into 
true allowing – quantum allowing. In this time of intense 
change, it can seem like everything is dissolving into 
chaos. But with the deep understanding of allowing, 
you’ll realize that all is truly well.

The Quantum Allowing sessions are accompanied and 
enhanced by the resonant musical genius of Yoham, 
featuring Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir 
Yakobi. While their music is always an asset to Adamus’ 
presentations, in Quantum Allowing the members of 
Yoham are particularly tuned in to the energies as they 
collaborate in these life-changing sessions.

QUANTUM ALLOWING

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $295

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.
CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES 

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-masters-life-part-3-embodiment.html
https://youtu.be/opFMNn9Q65g
https://youtu.be/f7kH-Ceaqkc
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/quantum-allowing.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
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PROGNOST 2017
NEW CLOUD CLASS

NEW INFORMATION

This is a ProGnost experience unlike any that have 
come before. While Adamus does indeed talk about 
planetary trends and developments, this time the impli-
cations are much more personal. 

For eons Shaumbra have dreamed of the union of Old 
and New Earth. However, because of recent choices 
made by human consciousness, Adamus announced that 
it’s not going to happen. The turning point came when 
humanity chose to pursue the development of artificial 
intelligence (see ProGnost 2016 and ProGnost 2016 
UPDATE) rather than clean and abundant energy solu-
tions for the planet. He adds that one of the simplest and 
most obvious energy solutions is gravity. 

BRIDGE TO THEOS 
A GAME-CHANGING PRESENTATION!

However, this change makes way for a potential called 
Theos. This is a portion of New Earth now available to 
Shaumbra, and can be accessed by a “Dream-Bridge.” 
Adamus says that eventually we can use the Dream-
Bridge to bring the attributes and capabilities of Theos 
into our daily life here on Old Earth. Rather than having 
to choose between the two, Theos opens the potential 
of living in the AND, being in the physical body on Old 
Earth AND living in Theos simultaneously. 

GRAVITY

Adamus talks at length about Planet 9, also referred 

THEOS

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognosttm-2016-english.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2016-update-july-2016.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2016-update-july-2016.html
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When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.
NEW CLOUD CLASS

to as Planet X and Nibiru. He says 
that even the scientific community 
knows something is there because 
of the gravitation motion of other 
matter in the region. However, 
the gravity is actually not caused 
by physical matter, but rather 
by the gravity of New Earth and 
Theos. He notes that is caused by 
TimeSpace moving through non-
matter like thought, emotion, pas-
sion and beliefs. 

TRUE LOVE

Adamus also talks at length about 
the physics of Old Earth and New 
Earth, the recent election results, 
free energy and much more. He 
notes that many Shaumbra came 
into this last lifetime with hopes for 
experiencing deep love, but that it 
has been difficult because of the 
heaviness of mass consciousness. 
In Theos, he adds, true love can be 
experienced in a very sensual way. 

MORE

Then he brings everything 
together in a deeply touching 

merabh, followed by a highly informative Q&A session. 

MAKE IT REAL…

NOTE: Adamus makes it very clear that this presenta-
tion is about the energetic transmission based on those 
participating in it, rather than simply a disclosure of infor-
mation. He says that in order to “get the energy” one has 
to actually participate.

COST: $75 USD through February 8, 2017  
   ($100 thereafter)
 

ProGnost 2017 Attendee Comments:

“Homeward bound...at last.”

“Finally, we have the way.”

“Yesterday a bit of overwhelm. Consciously 
decided to *perceive* my dream time there last 
night. This morning remembrance with deep 
gratitude, tears, joy and the desire to shout....
Hell Yes! and Hallelujah!.... integration has 
already begun.”

“Monumental indeed! Many thank yous to CC 
and to our beloved professor. I am very excited 
about our new stage(s), our safe, wondrous, 
and gravity-flexible space to play and create. 
Yiiippppyyyyyy!!!!!”

“I am overjoyed to be able to experience 
THEOS on New Earth, I want to feel what 
LOVE is!”

Attendee survey results:

Adamus Channels: 96% Excellent

Recommend to others: 96%

Price – a good value or just right: 95%

NOTE: There is a Facebook group specifically for 
ProGnost 2017 attendees. With nearly 700 par-
ticipants already, it’s a wonderful place to discuss 
your feelings and experiences with this material.  
Click here to request access.

ProGnost 2017 
Highlights from the Cloud Class

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ProGnost2017THEOS/?ref=nf_target&fref=nf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iUoR6j3HYk
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2017.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2017-spanish.html
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By Heidi Stäheli

Certified DreamWalker Birth 
and Sexual Energies School 
teacher and translator

During a recent Crimson Circle Teacher Council Meeting, Linda 
presented statistics about the different Crimson Circle Schools. 
At the top of the list is the Sexual Energies School, followed by 

Aspectology and DreamWalker Death (DWD). All the other schools combined 
make up a small percentage of the remaining classes, and these statistics show 
where the main interest of Shaumbra lies. However, I sometimes wonder why 
DreamWalker Birth (DWB) is not closer at the top, at least at the same level 
as DWD, because in a way DWD and DWB belong together. DreamWalker 
Death and DreamWalker Birth give you the whole picture of the circle. In DWB 
there is even very valuable information about how we can just walk out of this 
physical reality after our last incarnation here on Earth.

We had a funny chat during the teacher meeting when Kathleen Haws, a 
DWB mentor teacher, mentioned in the chatroom, “For the record, if it wasn’t 
for birthing, there would be no need for any information about death!” In 
other words, you have to be birthed before you can die. And that is so true, 
at least in the experience of coming to Earth. Maybe most Shaumbra think 
that they are already birthed and the next thing that will come is death. No, 
I’m kidding! Most Shaumbra know that they are re-birthing. On the way to our 
realization we are really not dying, but rather constantly rebirthing ourselves 

DREAMWALKER  
BIRTH  
AND BIRTHING 
YOURSELF
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into our true Self. You may say that something has to die in order to rebirth, 
but what actually is birthing and dying? 

Within the first words in the updated DreamWalker Birth School, Adamus 
says,  “Ah, you’ve gone through many deaths, but so many births. That’s so 
important and it’s so important for all of you personally, individually right 
now, because, even as I speak, you’re going through another type of birth. 
Not the physical birth that you experienced when you came back into this 
lifetime, but your body, your biology is rebirthing right now. Your conscious-
ness is rebirthing right now… You’re drawn to the energy, because there are 
so many similarities in the physical birth, coming from the other realms, taking 
on a new physical body for yet another lifetime; there are so many parallels, 
similarities between that and what you’re going through right now on your 
path to enlightenment.”

In fact, Adamus goes on to say that DWB is his favorite school because of this 
similarity. “That’s why I love DreamWalker Birth. We have other DreamWalker 
courses, of course. We have DreamWalker Death, DreamWalker Life, 
DreamWalker Ascension, but truly one of my favorites is this – DreamWalker 
Birth. It was recorded a number of years ago. The content, the energies are as 
relevant as ever, because, once again, of this similarity to rebirthing the Self.”

I am very passionate about DWB, not only because I have worked as a mid-
wife and have had a lot experiences around birthing. I also really feel what 
Adamus says, the parallels of birthing into this earthly dimension and birthing 
yourself into your true Self. 

Adamus says that birthing is much more difficult than dying. He says that 
death is easy, but it takes tremendous energy for the birthing process. It is 
much easier just to leave the body and move out of an unnatural state of 
being, than it is to be birthed into matter, for matter always has a resistance 
towards a spiritual being. And in addition to that, the passageway, the tube 
to enter earth is an old one and is very congested. 

However, now the birthing process is changing. The work we are doing is 
bringing more consciousness into the process of birthing, especially when we 
are working as an Adoula. And, as a result of putting more consciousness into 
the birthing process, there is a disruption of the old system, the old way of 
birthing. There is a disruption of the unconscious patterns of repeating the 
same story, repeating the carrousel of physical rebirthing again and again. 
And of course the ascended masters who are living now on earth did not use 
the old congested passway; they created their own tube, which is now used 
also by the crystals, the clear ones. So everything is changing.

In the recent update, Adamus shifted the DWB School more into an experi-
ence of our own rebirthing into realization. There is still the deep and com-
plete information about physical birthing and the Adoula work. (An Adoula 
is a birth connector, one who helps parents choose the being they want to 
invite in and then supports them in allowing the full experience of breathing, 
connecting with the incoming being, with Eesa, the Monatry, and so much 
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more.) However, Session 5 Adamus states that DWB is not only about coming back 
into biology. He says that, ultimately, the ever-evolving DWB class is really about the 
continual birthing of yourself. 

In the school there is 
a lot of precious infor-
mation about the way 
we come here to Earth, 
something I would expect 
Shaumbra would want to 
know. For instance, do you 
remember the Monatry, 
a preparation area where 
most of us studied before 
coming into this life-
time? Adamus provides 
very detailed informa-
tion about the Monatry 
and says that only about 
20-25% of all beings go 
through a preparation 
class, cleanse and release 
before they come to 
earth for another lifetime. 
Most beings are uncon-
sciously sucked back in 
into another lifetime, 
often an aspect birthing 
another aspect with very 
little soul consciousness 
involved. Reading or 
hearing Adamus talking 
about the Monatry always 
touches me deeply. He 
is still teaching there as 
well, and the energy is just 
beautiful; very, very sweet 
and loving. It makes me 
with all Shaumbra knew about it! 

Most of the great people on Earth – leaders, musicians, scientists, consciousness 
workers and more – have studied in the Monatry. And I loved it very much when Adamus 
mentioned that a lot of us were already in service in the Monatry, helping others who 
are preparing for another incarnation, or even for their first incarnation. Adamus also 
says that Shaumbra may be recruited again for work in the Monatry because nobody 
else will have this experience we are going through now. Perhaps it gives you some idea 
of what to do after your ascension. ☺

There is so much amazing information in DWB, and I wanted to give an idea of what 
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The Year of Sensuality
Highlights from Transhuman 5

Transsensual Merabh
From Transhuman Shoud 5

ProGnost 2017 
Highlights from the Cloud Class

Consciousness Theater for Kids
A Cloud Class for the family!

it is all about. I feel that all Shaumbra should have an understanding of how 
we got here and that there are now new ways of coming back in. And if you 
know anyone who wants to have children, it would be wonderful to be able 

to tell them that birthing can be a choice and that they can 
chose who they want to invite into. There are thousands of 
crystals that are ready to come in; or parents could choose 
a being they already know, who has prepared themselves in 
the Monatry. 

There are many reasons to participate in DreamWalker Birth, 
including two wonderful merabhs, one to revisit our first birth 
on the planet and the other about rebirthing ourselves. A 
funny thought came to me, that Adamus is not only a distrac-
tor but also a midwife and adoula for us. He encourages us 
again and again and again on our way to realization and is 
helping us experience our rebirthing with as much ease and 
grace as possible. And that is what DWB is about � bring-
ing consciousness, ease and grace into the whole process of 
birthing, whether into biology or into realization. 

In one of the merabhs Adamus says, “Once you’ve come by 
way of Earth, you’ve embodied into biology, you’ve experi-
enced what it is to be in it and then to integrate all of that, you 
will always be an embodying creator. Imagine for a moment 
what it would be like to be within everything you create – 
everything you create with your hands and your mind, your 
creativity. That’s why you came to Earth. That’s why you’ve 
taken this journey.”

Take a deep breath and truly feel what DreamWalker Birth 
is all about!

Heidi lives in Switzerland and her favorite things to do are 
experiencing herself, playing the flute, being in nature, cook-
ing a good meal; she is a Sexual Energies and DreamWalker 

Birth teacher, an Adoula and also loves to give Hawaiian massages. Recently 
as a Qi Gong teacher she is experiencing a sweet facet of her who knows Qi 
Gong very well. She can be reached at daomira.ch

For more information on DreamWaker Birth or other classes:

DREAMWALKER BIRTH OTHER CLASSES

https://youtu.be/8hkHl6ZqfIw
https://youtu.be/M44LgLJPtrA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iUoR6j3HYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_-YiX9caJw
http://daomira.ch
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Events/Advanced-Studies/Advanced-Studies-Classes/Dreamwalker-Birth
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Events/Advanced-Studies/Advanced-Studies-Classes
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CONSCIOUS THEATER  
FOR KIDS

NEW CLOUD CLASS
When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

Would you like to teach your child how to set 
boundaries, how to not be a victim or a bully, 
how to avoid playing power games and how to 
like and even love themselves?

That is what this Cloud Class is all about. Anne 
Maribo and Finn Andersen teach these valuable lessons 
primarily through humorous role-plays, which are very 

easily understandable by kids and adults alike. They 
demonstrate some of the most common ways of energy 
exchange between people, which usually means one 
person taking energy from another. Among children, a 
very common way to get energy is through bullying (the 
power game), as well as being the victim (playing “poor 
me”). It is a never-ending cycle until someone says “No 
more,” and chooses to act in another way. In the role-

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
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plays, you will also discover a solution, learning how to 
step out of your old role and react in a new way.

Throughout this class, both you and your child will be 
asked to feel what is going on. Do you like it? Could it be 
done in another way? What would you suggest?

There are a number of exercises to help you and your 
child to practice the tools offered in this class. These 
include breathing, grounding, setting one’s boundar-
ies, body language, using your voice, creating your safe 
space, being the observer, and conscious touch.

There is also an “In-Tuning Meditation” that is very 
useful if your child is sensitive and tends to take on other 
people’s emotions, issues and problems. It helps both the 
child and you learn to discern “What is mine and what is 
not mine.” 

Finally, there is a “Bonus Session” for parents. The first 
part covers more about sensitive kids and provides sug-
gestions on how to support them. The second part shows 
two adult oriented role-plays that show how energy steal-
ing can take place between adults.

You will also have access to e-readers with the session 
transcripts and additional curriculum, specifically for the 
parents, with supplemental comments and information.

NOTE: Although this Cloud Class is specifically designed 
for kids age 7 and up (depending on the maturity of the 
child), to watch together with their parents (and grandpar-
ents), you as an adult will find it quite inspiring as well! 

A recent participant in a Consciousness Theater Teacher 
Training gave this feedback:

“Anne and Finn are Master Teachers in every sense, as 
they share experiential New tools that bring participants 
directly into the energies of victim, bully, clarity and 
empowerment.  Their consciousness and passion for this 
subject is radiant within their teaching.  Anne and Finn 
show us, through acting and Being, exactly what are 
imbalanced energies, and what are balanced energies.  
In my opinion, these teachings are excellent for children, 
who benefit so much from experiencing and feeling, 
much more so than from being told in words what to do, 
what not to do.”  

Discover the games taking place all around you; then 
breathe deeply and choose life as you want it to be!

Cost: $75

Format

Online streaming audio and video, plus text 
e-reader curriculum and transcript

Featuring

Anne Maribo Andersen

Finn Andersen

Recorded at the Crimson Circle Studio, Louisville, 
Colorado, USA

Preparation

Please have a notebook and pen/pencil ready. 
You will be asked numerous times to pause the 
video, reflect, and write in your notebook.

Would you like to teach your child how to set 
boundaries, how to not be a victim or a bully, 
how to avoid playing power games and how to 
like and even love themselves?

That is what this Cloud Class is all about. Anne 
Maribo and Finn Andersen teach these valuable 
lessons primarily through humorous role-plays, 
which are very easily understandable by kids and 
adults alike. They demonstrate some of the most 
common ways of energy exchange between 
people, which usually means one person taking 
energy from another. Among children, a very 
common way to get energy is through bullying 
(the power game), as well as being the victim 
(playing “poor me”). It is a never-ending cycle 
until someone says “No more,” and chooses to 
act in another way. In the role-plays, you will also 
discover a solution, learning how to step out of 
your old role and react in a new way.

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.
NEW CLOUD CLASS

WATCH EXCERPTS

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_-YiX9caJw
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/consciousness-theaterr-for-kids-of-all-ages.html
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WOUND OF ADAM
UPCOMING CLOUD CLASS
When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

A TRAGEDY OF SORTS;  
A LOVE STORY OF SORTS

The long-awaited Wound of Adam will soon be available as a Crimson 
Circle Cloud Class. In this sweeping epic, Adamus Saint-Germain recounts the 
creation of the masculine and feminine energies and how this original duality 

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
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When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.
UPCOMING CLOUD CLASS

continues to play out in human relations and at the 
core of each individual. You’ll never view the Goddess 
energy in the same way after experiencing The Wound of 
Adam, or the masculine energy for that matter. You’ll see 
beyond the victim and abuser energies of the sexes, into 
what is the greatest love story ever told. 

With exquisite compassion and understanding, Adamus 
depicts the struggles and triumphs of Isis and Adam – the 
discovery of love, the desire to protect, the opening to 
love of self.  You’ll understand why men are so interested 
in sex, why women are better at multitasking, and how 
love was first experienced – and by whom. 

Adamus’ story begins at the Order of the Arc when 
Isis, in pain and grief, falls into a deep, unfathom-
able sleep. Sensing the loss of his beloved Isis, Adam 
embarks on a desperate and heroic mission, trying to 
reach and awaken her. What follows is the grandest love 
story ever told, and yet it also brings Adam to the great-
est tragedy he’s ever known. 

Adam’s deep love for Isis, though crushed beneath tre-
mendous heartbreak, causes him to try ever harder to win 
the reunion. Over the ages this effort manifests in count-
less ways, from domination and control to resignation 
and surrender. It explains so many experiences in human 
history, from the ancient male representation of God all 
the way to the current political scene.

These dramas and struggles are playing out within 
each individual’s masculine and feminine energy as 
well, sometimes creating great confusion and despair. 
However, the inevitable resolution will bring almost unbe-
lievable changes.

The Adam energy has a specific template, and Adamus 
talks about the unique ways it is manifesting now among 
modern men, whether the warriors, the “cause men” or 
the lost ones. The archetypical Adam is currently strug-
gling with a deep sense of loss, both from losing his place 
in the world and because Isis has gone into temporary 
seclusion. However, with her imminent emergence, Isis 
brings a gift to Adam that will change everything. 

The Adam Kadmon human incarnation template will 
evolve, moving from a carbon-bound atomic structure to 
the realized light body. This evolution of Adam Kadmon 

is precisely why you are here, and the changes between 
Adam and Isis are bringing it about. 

The insights delivered in The Wound of Adam have the 
potential to shift your entire understanding of the femi-
nine and masculine roles, and perhaps all of your future 
experiences with Love. It is unprecedented information, 
for those who are ready.

SESSIONS

Introduction (4:05)

1 – In the Beginning (1:06:47

2 – Love and Grief (56:23)

3 – Adam’s Wound (53:17)

4 – Missing Isis (1:00:56)

5 – Evolution of Adam Kadmon (36:06)

PRICE

Early-bird: $95  
from February 14 through April 30, 2017 
Regular price after April 30: $125

The Wound of Adam will be released in  
Cloud Class format on February 14, 2017.

IMPORTANT NOTE: We highly recommend that 
you listen to and experience the ProGnost 2017 
presentation before viewing The Wound of Adam. 

Please watch the Crimson Circle store, 
Facebook page, Flash Update and What’s New 
for more information.

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/prognost-2017.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events/english-new.html
https://www.facebook.com/TheCrimsonCircle/
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Latest-Hot-News
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Whats-New
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ASPECTOLOGY ONLINE

Aspectology represents some of the deepest core material from the 
Crimson Circle (along with the Sexual Energies and DreamWalker Death 
schools). The original Aspectology material, which Tobias called “new energy 
psychology,” was recorded in 2008. In 2015 Adamus Saint-Germain added 

FEBRUARY 24–26, 2017 
CRIMSON CIRCLE CONNECTION CENTER 

LOUISVILLE, COLORADO USA

ASPECTOLOGY 
O N L I N E

HOSTED BY GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE
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additional material to the course, making it more trans-
formative than ever. 

According to Tobias, “Aspects are the way of the cre-
ator,” and this school presents an introduction to the 
study of the aspects we create to experience and man-
age our lives. Aspects are generally healthy and balanced 
expressions of the Self, created for a specific task or pur-
pose such as parent, musician, warrior, businessperson, 
driver, healer, child and much more. Other aspects can 
be past life identities, certain talents and abilities and 
even your physical biology. Each human has thousands 

lengthy, expensive therapies. It offers practical solutions 
and tools, and is appropriate for anyone who is looking 
for true solutions and freedom, is ready to be a conscious 
creator, is a professional facilitator, therapist, counselor, 
psychologist, etc.

Aspectology is an extremely appropriate follow-up to 
Tobias’ Sexual Energies School. The energy management 
skills that you learn in SES will help you to not become 
overwhelmed as your aspects make their presence felt 
during and after the Aspectology class.

MORE INFO

and thousands of aspects that are, in essence, rays of 
your divine self.

Created in love for self, aspects are normally fully rein-
tegrated when their service is complete. However, they 
can also become wounded, fragmented and separated 
as a result of traumatic experiences such as physical 
abuse, serious illness, divorce or accidents. A separated 
aspect can also represent a part of yourself that you deny 
or reject. In that case it can become stuck or dissociated 
and then influence your life in unconscious and detri-
mental ways. In the worst case a person can develop a 
Multiple Personality Disorder. 

With the tools offered by Tobias and Adamus in this 
school, you can start to recognize and reintegrate the 
separated aspects by inviting them back home to you. 
This process can be very challenging and intense but 
also very liberating. The understanding of aspects can 
help any human discover how they create distinct parts 
of themselves to handle life situations. 

Participants in this course learn how to facilitate their 
own integration without processing, counseling, drugs or 

If you’ve never taken Aspectology, this is the perfect 
time. If you’ve already taken it and want a refresher, this 
is a great opportunity to experience the energies again 
at a 50% discount!*

COST: $595 (includes 10-day access to streaming 
audio, video and text)

*Verified ASP graduates can attend for $297.50 
(apply here).

Please click below for additional important infor-
mation about this class.

NOTES:  
This Aspectology school will be hosted live online 
by Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe. Attendees will 
have 10 additional days to review the class mate-
rial. This class will be made available as an online 
course approximately once per year.

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/aspectology-school-online-february-24-26-2017-rg.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/aspectology-school-online-february-24-26-2017-ap.html
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By Linda Benyo Hoppe

I t is already a big year for new Crimson Circle content 
from Adamus, and this is only the end of January. 
This month we produced several new Cloud Classes 

at the Crimson 
Circle Connection 
Center, the beautiful 
studio and club that 
Shaumbra helped to 
create. It is a safe 
space that allows 
us to reach out any-
where in the world 
and connect with 
you. When I look 
into the camera, I 
literally see you! 

I don’t know 
how Geoffrey and 
the staff keep up 

with all of it, including the preparation, presenta-
tion, integration and finally “rebooting” for the next 
event. January started with a big Shoud, followed by 
“ProGnost 2017.” Two days later it was on to film-
ing the “Wound of Adam,” which will be released on 

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

February 14. Next, we filmed “The Master’s Life 4” to 
complete the January run. 

There is always something new and a different per-
spective than what we are used to, and each time it is a 
perfect compliment to our life. Even “ProGnost” was not 
a typical ProGnost. It offered an update and an incredible 
experience to support our earthly journey.

Adamus has really stepped up his game. He is telling us 
it is a time for us to “shift gears” to literally “take a leap 
into a new level.” He encourages us to realize and allow 
that we have gone beyond awakening, into realization 
and mastery. I am most touched by his reminder that he is 
with us every step of the way. It appears that this commit-
ment is related to the fact that few humans have achieved 
their enlightenment without leaving the physical realm. 
We can stay. With each message you can hear and feel 
Adamus inviting us to step back from all the craziness of 
life and to allow for ourselves, allow for our enlighten-
ment and “be here.”

We start travelling to workshops again in February, 
beginning with an event on the Big Island of Hawaii, and 
later to Norway, Denmark and Munich. We are always so 
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excited to see that all the events seem to sell out. We all know Adamus’ proclamation, that we don’t NEED workshops. 
No, we don’t need workshops, but we love workshops. When Geoffrey and I are out there with you doing workshops, 
we love it. We see you all savoring that gathering of other Shaumbra also committed to this journey. The interactions, 
celebrating, storytelling, playing are what we all appreciate. As noted on the workshop surveys, getting together 
with other Shaumbra is one of 
the most valuable attributes to 
attending a live event. It always 
amazes us that it is typical for 
attendees at live events to be 
from 20 or more countries.  

When we present classes 
online, we are able to reach 
Shaumbra anywhere in the 
world, from all continents, often 
in places that are not feasible 
for us to travel to. No matter 
where you are, when you con-
nect to the online presentation, 
in your safe space, the energy 
is there to support you. I could 
not have imagined the technology that allows us to connect, to share consciousness and energy. You are changing the 
world. Again, Adamus reminds us that even with the online experience, he is right there with us, as well as the energies 
of Tobias, Kuthumi, and the Crimson Council. The potentials are unlimited.

Do we need workshops? Absolutely not, 
but they do seem to be a wonderful 
gathering and celebration for us all. We 
all appreciate being together as we walk 
through these incredible personal trans-
formations. No, we don’t need workshops, 
but the journey to realization is not an 
easy journey for the human. The material 
that Adamus shares is clearly there to ease 
the journey. The soul gets it. Our Master 
self gets it, but our human self sometimes 
struggles to cope with it all.

We have never tried to “recruit” 
Shaumbra. People just discover the 
Crimson Circle. They show up. We hear 
your amazing stories about how you 
found the Crimson Circle and how it sup-
ported what you went through and what 
you are going through. In all these years, 

the only prerequisite we have ever put into place has been the Sexual Energy School (SES). As you know, when we 
have done certain live workshops and live intensive events, attendees could often see when someone had not taken 
SES. Often times it would be illustrated by their challenges to manage their energy. Attendees lamented that they 
felt the problems with individuals’ energy management limited how far the group could expand and transform. So 
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finally we did make SES a prerequisite for some of our 
in-person live events. Does it make a difference? Yes. 
We all see it. Energy management is probably one of 
the most useful tools for all of us, whether in a workshop 
or navigating life.

Ultimately, the workshops and events allow us to 
come together and celebrate this journey. The experi-
ences along the way assist us in our expansion and real-
ization. The material provides transformation that brings 
more ease and grace to this journey, to life. We have 

realized that together on this journey, Tobias, Kuthumi, 
Adamus Saint-Germain and the Crimson Council, as 
well as other ascended Masters, have supported us with 
material that is a documentary of our journey to enlight-
enment on Earth.

We have come to realize that this vast collection of 
material could be of assistance to those that come after 
us. With that in mind, we have begun to go through the 
material to create an archive, a library. There is a plethora 
of video recordings, audio recordings and transcripts. We 
are working to create this library so that it is well orga-
nized and cataloged and can exist as a long term legacy 

that represents the work. There are many, many parts and 
pieces. This is a big project, especially when you add all 
the many translations as well. Most of the translations 
were done by volunteers who simply love the material. 
Crimson Circle Advanced Studies Teachers have trans-
lated and subtitled their teacher resource kits into many 
languages. We are excited about their commitment to 
contribute to this legacy project. 

The Crimson Circle staff, as well as Geoffrey and I, are 
truly excited about the year ahead of us. It looks like we’ll 

travel a little less than in past years, but we’ll still have 
plenty of opportunities to connect with many of you in 
person. We’re going to do more online productions from 
the studio this year, which provides the opportunity to 
connect with so many more Shaumbra around the world 
via the Internet. And even when we’re not traveling or 
doing an online event, we always feel the deep and lov-
ing bond we, as Shaumbra, all share with each other. This 
is an exceptional lifetime – Tobias called it THE LIFETIME 
– filled with discoveries, challenges, and revelations. We 
are honored to share it with you, and we are grateful that 
Adamus is with us “every step of the way.”
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle TeacherBy Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

WHERE  
IS THE 

 LOVE?

January has been quite a month on all fronts. As we began what 
Adamus calls the ‘Year of Separation,’ world events took on a 
strange sense of the surreal. I won’t get into politics here, but 

sometimes I find it hard to fathom the reality that humans are creating for 
themselves. So instead I try to stay focused on my own personal, albeit ever-
changing reality, which has been remarkably augmented by several recent 
presentations from Adamus. 

Let’s begin with the January Shoud. I had been thinking about stories lately, 
particularly my own, and how our stories so often determine our experience. 
Whether my story is “I’m sad, lonely and abandoned” or “I’m capable, strong 
and inspired,” I’m going to experience whichever one I tell myself. We think 
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stories convey something from our past, but in reality they 
demonstrate – and create – our current experience. What 
Adamus calls hypnosis is really just the story – or stories 
– we’ve decided to believe so deeply we forgot they’re 
only one version of ‘reality.’ Now, in the Transhuman 
Series and elsewhere, he’s inviting us to go sensual, to 
dive into our senses. Why? Because then we’re in real, 
actual experience instead of mentally analyzing, fretting 
and regretting over an imaginary, hypnotic memory.

For me, it came together during the transsensual 
merabh. Before opening up the senses, Adamus invited 
us to first go beyond the hypnosis, beyond our mental 
thoughts and programming. But how do you release 
something that’s so close it seems a part of you, even 
‘who you are’? Then an image came to mind, inspired 
by a metaphor Adamus used in Keahak a while back. 
I saw my Self, my consciousness as a beautiful piece 
of golden fabric, moving and billowing, unbound and 
unlimited by time, space or matter; able to move through 
itself, expanding and expressing in all directions and 
dimensions. This golden fabric of my Self was infinite in 
its experience, and very sensual!

Then I noticed all the limitations and hypnoses. They 
appeared something like buttons, anchoring the fabric 
at certain points and limiting its motion, expression and 
experience. Each ‘button’ was affixed to some story 
or memory that had gotten stuck, and although small 
areas of the fabric could still move a little, there was 
no freedom. The limitless movement and expression 
of consciousness had become bound up and limited. 
Adamus said, “And now, as the human sitting here, you, 
in whatever way that is appropriate, can release all of 
the hypnotic overlays.” I watched as the buttons began 
dissolving, evaporating, disappearing and felt as the 
fabric of my Self slowly began to move again, opening 
up, billowing freely. Over the next several days, any time 
I thought of the past and remembered a story, even 
one that I loved, I could feel some button somewhere, 
tightening up and bringing back a sense of limitation and 
pain. And every time I allowed a story to dissolve away, I 
felt a little more freedom seeping into my reality.

Now, I should note, when talking about stories here 
I’m referring to the ones by which we define ourselves 
and our experiences – “This is what happened to me. 
This is who I am.” Adamus often invites us to embellish 
our stories, in other words, to reinvent them, which sets 

them – and us – free to evolve. But sometimes I need 
to be reminded, for lately, a story that’s been difficult to 
release is ‘love lost.’ How does one embellish – let alone 
release – a story that’s so fresh and painful? Funny you 
should ask… 

A week after the Shoud was the ProGnost 2017 event, 
three intense sessions where Adamus shared a sobering 
announcement about Old and New Earths, and then told 
about a brand new “region” on New Earth called Theos. 
There’s been a lot of discussion about Theos in the 
ProGnost Facebook group and elsewhere, but its essence 
is a beautiful safe space. And Adamus specifically noted 
that Theos is a place where we can finally experience 
true and deep Love, something many of us have failed to 
actualize here on Old Earth. Love is so often tainted by 
aspects and karma and expectations and regrets; here on 
Earth, where love was first experienced, it is all too often 
painful and distorted. (In an eerie coincidence, while 
driving to the studio for ProGnost I called out to whatever 
spooks were listening, “What’s the point of staying here 
without love?” It seems Adamus was already preparing 
the answer!)

He explained that Theos isn’t somewhere off in another 
universe. It’s right here, in a reality just slightly off from 
this one; a different “frequency” (my word) or place in 
consciousness. He explained how we can be here on this 
dear old planet and, at the same time, be here on Theos. 
How to get from here to, well, here? Ah, Adamus tells it 
much better than I, but the most precious part is building 
your own Dream-Bridge to Theos; your very own pathway 
to Love. It touched me deeply, and somehow began to 
unbutton the story I’d been living. (Insider tip: Watch 
Master’s Life part 2, and then ProGnost 2017 for a whole 
new level of insight and delight.)

Little did I know, however, that, as extraordinary as it 
was, ProGnost was only preparing the way for a whole 
new treasure. Just four days later we went back to the 
studio to record The Wound of Adam*. It was as if 
ProGnost had set the stage and unveiled the biggest 
prop – the Bridge to Love – and then The Wound of 
Adam provided the script; an epic tale of discovery, 
heartbreak, hope and realization. 

I can hardly begin to share the impact this material has 
had on me. First, it explained so much that has recently

(*Available February 14, 2017)
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happened in my life. Then, at yet a deeper level, it 
revealed the source of issues and dynamics that have 
been a part of my experience from childhood. Never 
feeling quite good enough, a constant nagging sense 
of homesickness, mocking derision toward certain 
expressions of myself – all explained. Ever searching 
for love, yet forever frustrated with what I found – now 
it made sense. 

What makes the heart give itself away to that which 
can never satisfy? Wherefore comes the gnawing empty 
longing, even when life is filled with all that one desires? 
Why a sense of unfulfillment that lies hidden but never 
satisfied? It is Adam’s wound, a pain so deep that it drives 
him to despair even as he relentlessly seeks his love. 

Adam is an archetype within you, no matter your gender. 
Adam lives through you, no matter your life. Your Adam 
seeks your Isis, no matter whom you love, and constantly 
he calls, “Where is the love? Where is my love?”

Such a deep question must inevitably bring its answer, 
and so it has. And with the answer comes recognition, 
reunion and Realization. I know you’ve heard “It’s coming” 
for a long time now, but it is like the dawn. It may seem 
to take forever to arrive, but nothing in all of creation 
can stop it. And all your searching, all your longing, all 
your striving will be answered in the homecoming, in the 
reunion of Love.

Perhaps I’ll share more of my experiences with The 
Wound of Adam next month, after you’ve had the chance 
to experience this most precious message. But for now, 
I will simply say, here is the Love, so gentle and fragile, 
so deep and strong. This Love is hinted at in humanity’s 
most cherished acts and rituals, but they can only be 
a dim reflection. To feel just a trace of this Love is to 
realize that every longing will be fulfilled; every heartache 
– caused only by forgetfullness – now healed by the 
remembrance and reunion. 

The magical synchronistic life, my friends, is real. Even 
the most devastating experiences are, without exception, 
in service to your enlightenment. Indeed, tell your stories, 
but hold them lightly. Then tell the new stories of discov-
ery, homecoming and love found. 

Here is the Love. Everything else follows.
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April 28-30, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

February 3-5, 2017 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger

February 3-5, 2017 
Hamburg, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

February 10-12, 2017 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy

February 10-12, 2017 
Bogotá, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

February 24-26, 2017 
Milan, Italy 
Giuseppina Villa

February 3-5, 2017 
Rodgau-Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany 
Karin Hoyer

February 10-12, 2017 
Nuland, Netherlands 
Irene Berger

February 10-12, 2017 
Milan, Italy 
Giuseppina Villa

February 10-12, 2017 
Medellin, Colombia 
Alvaro Trujillo Ayerbe and Richard Fache

March 3-5, 2017 
Campinas, SP, Brazil 
Luiz Antonio Viotto

March 24-26, 2017 
Colombare di Sirmione, Italy 
Giuseppina Villa

April 7-9, 2017 
Rodgau-Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany 
Karin Hoyer

April 29-May 1, 2017 
Bogota, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

June 9-11, 2017 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

March 10-12, 2017 
Bucharest, Romania 
Lucieta Gavril

March 17-19, 2017 
Milan, Italy 
Giuseppina Villa

March 24-26, 2017 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Julio Oliveira

April 7-9, 2017 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg-Kimura

April 21-23, 2017 
Denver, Colorado, United States 
Paul Cook

April 21-23, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

September 8-10, 2017 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Brise Baulitz

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

ASPECTOLOGY®  
SCHOOL

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™  

ASCENSION 
TRANSITIONS

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™  

DEATH TRANSITIONS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_TceKVOv-Y
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-aspectology-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-aspectology-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOUqgS4Fl-w
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHWrrFAlPw4
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
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March 24-26, 2017 
La Tour-de-Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland 
Jutta Bosch

June 16-18, 2017 
Basel, Switzerland 
Jutta Bosch

February 3-5, 2017 
La Tour-de-Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland 
Jutta Bosch

March 10-12, 2017 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg-Kimura

April 24-26, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

June 16-18, 2017 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

March 9-12, 2017 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy

June 29-July 2, 2017 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

February 4-5, 2017 
Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
Lutz Nullmeyer

April 22-23, 2017 
Svelvik, Norway 
Eva Storruste

February 10-12, 2017 
Dijon, France 
Jean-Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova

February 17-19, 2017 
Milan, Italy 
Giuseppina Villa

February 17-19, 2017 
Pontos, Girona, Spain 
Angel Estois and Placidia Maria Espinha

February 17-19, 2017 
Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

February 17-19, 2017 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger and Dagmar Wollenweber

February 17-19, 2017 
Zurich, Switzerland 
Christian Meister and Mirella Baumgartner

February 24-26, 2017 
Brasov, Romania 
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol

February 24-26, 2017 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

SEXUAL ENERGIES 
SCHOOL 

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

DISCOVERING  
YOUR PASSION

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE 
ANGELS

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™  

LIFE

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

NEW ENERGY 
SYNCHROTIZETM

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTwXAhzoXmA
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-sexual-energies-schools.html
https://youtu.be/qI0bHreSGZY?list=PLntxs2rGJpCLsdvgqvcCPrmQ6NtYPnuBs
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-passion-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-passion-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5N6EQ6OLNg
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRwZczztWwQ
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/adamus-new-energy-synchrotize-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/adamus-new-energy-synchrotize-schools.html
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

February 24-26, 2017 
Campinas, SP, Brazil 
Luiz Antonio Viotto

March 3-5, 2017 
Bucharest, Romania 
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta-Arsene

March 3-5, 2017 
Heerlen, Netherlands 
Amy Jecheva and Alice Bara

March 10-12, 2017 
Milan, Italy 
Giuseppina Villa

March 10-12, 2017 
Vaasa, Finland 
Susanne Nordström and Inkeri Väisänen

March 17-19, 2017 
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany 
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

March 18-20, 2017 
Bogota, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

March 24-26, 2017 
Basel, Switzerland 
Marika Kontuniemi and Heidi Staeheli

March 24-26, 2017 
Drammen, Norway 
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund

March 28-30, 2017 
Bucharest, Romania 

April 21-23, 2017 
La Tour-de-Treme, Switzerland 
Jutta Bosch

April 29-May 1, 2017 
Ljubljana, Slovenia 
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

May 12-14, 2017 
Bad Honnef near Bonn, Germany 
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

June 17-19, 2017 
Bogota, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

SEXUAL ENERGIES 
SCHOOL 

June 30-July 2, 2017 
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom 
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

August 25-27, 2017 
Denver, Colorado, United States 
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTwXAhzoXmA
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-sexual-energies-schools.html
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DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese; 
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS

N E W  T R A N S L A T I O N S
Category Title Language Link

Cloud 
Class

The Master’s 
Life Part 1 - 
Transfiguration

FR,DE,IT,JP,LV,NO,PL,PT,RO,RU,ES MORE INFO

Cloud 
Class

The Master’s Life 
Part 2 - I Am Here

DE,LV,PL,PT,RO,ES MORE INFO

Cloud 
Class

The Master’s 
Life, Part 3 - 
Embodiment

JP,PT,RO,RU,ES MORE INFO

PSC
Expanding Your 
Intuition

BG,DE,HU,IT,NO,PT,RO,SR,ES MORE INFO

Merabhs Volume 3 FR,DE,GR,IT,JP,NO,PL,RO,RU,SR,ES MORE INFO

Special 
Topics

Soul Encounter CZ,NL,DE,HU,IT,LV,NO,PT,RO,RU,SR,ES,UK MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/media/wysiwyg/pdf/Translation_Table.pdf
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-master-s-life-chapter-1-transfiguration.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-master-s-life-chapter-2-i-am-here.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-masters-life-part-3-embodiment.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/expanding-your-intuition.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/c-139-merabh-volume-3.aspx
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/kuthumi-and-ah-kir-rah-soul-encounter.html
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